Understanding naturally evolved cellular networks requires the consecutive identification and revision of the interactions between relevant molecular species. In this process, initially often simplified and incomplete networks are extended by integrating new reactions or whole sub-networks to increase consistency between model predictions and new measurement data. However, increased consistency with experimental data alone is not sufficient to show the existence of biomolecular interactions, since the interplay of different potential extensions might lead to overall similar dynamics. In my talk I will present a novel graph-based modularization approach to facilitate the design of experiments targeted at independently validating the existence of several potential network extensions. The method is based on selecting the outputs to measure during an experiment, such that each potential network extension becomes virtually insulated from all others during data analysis. Each output defines a module that only depends on one hypothetical network extension, and all other outputs act as virtual inputs to achieve insulation. Given appropriate experimental time-series measurements of the outputs, the modules can be analysed, simulated, and compared to the experimental data separately. This approach exemplifies the close relationship between structural systems identification and modularization, an interplay that promises development of related approaches in the future.
